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RANGE OF DUTY

The tasks of customer service, building and property management as well as quality management and risk management of the TU GUT count to the range of duties within the department.

SERVICE, QUALITY AND RISK MANAGEMENT

Customer service is very important to us to offer you competent information, important details and quick help. In order to ensure a smooth functioning, all internal quality standards are specified and regularly checked. Furthermore, the analysis and evaluation of risk factors within the TU GUT as well as for the TU Vienna are carried out.

**Services**
- processing of all requests from users
- examination and classification of different service requests
- sending announcements
- regulation of maintenance orders

**BUILDING AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT**

The real estate management is responsible for the administration of all TU Wien objects concerning rent, operating costs, contracts/agreements between the TU Wien and the landlord as well as between users; the search, allocation and administration of space/rooms for all institutes and areas of the TU Wien.

- rental agreements
- rental accounting
- rental regulations
- user agreements
- accounting of operating costs
- room allocation/room assignment

Further information can be found under Downloads & Links section on our homepage.
DOCUMENTS AND LINKS

Parking Space Application
Parking Space Application - TISS

REACHABILITY

Service-Center
Monday - Friday 08:00-17:00
+43 (0) 1 588 01 412 25
gut@gut.tuwien.ac.at
SAP Notification System
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